


























































3D!printing!nowadays!bears! a! resemblance! to! the!personal! computer! revoluO
tion,!mainly! due! to! its! quite! affordable! home! versions! compared! to! the! technology!






which!may!easily! lead! to!massOproduction.!Of!course,! such!hypothetic!developments!
do!also!involve!infringements!in!almost!all!types!of!IPRs.!
This! paper! explores! the! most! interesting! parts! of! the! Intellectual! Property!
frameworks!in!the!EU,!UK!and!US!as!regards!the!use!of!3D!printing!technology;!it!furO
ther! examines! various! issues! that! concern! such!use! and! finally! concludes!with! some!




















































































objects! layerObyOlayer! from! digital! files.! It! refers! to! objects! designed! on! a! computer!
that! take! flesh! and! blood! with! a! simple! click.! Although! threeOdimensional! printers!
could!still!be!considered!a!futurist!idea,!3D!printing!is!not!actually!a!new!technology;!it!
was!a!US!patent!invented!more!than!40!years!ago!O!actually!the!application!for!the!first!













ing! technology! and! its! revolution;! the! examination! of! specific! aspects! of! Intellectual!
Property! law,!namely!copyright,! industrial!design,! trademarks!and!patents!under! the!
aforementioned! jurisdictions,! follows;! afterwards,! the! issues! that! are!prone! to!occur!





























2! Rimmer! M.! ‘Inventing! the! Future:! Intellectual! Property! and! 3D! printing’!
http://elgarblog.com/2012/10/18/inventingOtheOfutureOintellectualOpropertyOandO3dOprinting!!(2012)!




5! Sebastian! A.,! ‘What! is! 3D! printing?’,! ExtremeTech! (2012)!
http://www.extremetech.com/extreme/115503OwhatOisO3dOprinting.!!
!
6!Anderson!C.! opt.cit! 1,! at! 100! (2012);! SchokoRiese!Hershey!experimentiert!mit! 3DODruck,! futurezone!
http://futurezone.at/b2b/schokoOrieseOhersheyOexperimentiertOmitO3dOdruck/46.391.563!(2014).!








Apart! from! the!materials! to!be!potentially!used,! there! is!also!a!variety! in! the!
processes!that!are!used!by!the!3D!printers’!models,!the!most!common!out!of!which!are!
the!Selective!Laser!Sintering!(SLS)!and!the!Fused!Deposit!Modeling!(FDM).!Both!have!




screen! onto! a! piece! of! paper! using! ink! on! a! twoOaxial! basis! (XYOaxis)! whereas! a! 3D!
printer!prints!on!a!threeOaxial!basis!(XYZOaxis),!therefore!it!prints!on!3D.!!Most!desktop!
versions!of!3DOprinters!use!a!filament!of!ABSOplastic10,!which!gets!fed!into!the!device,!











97,101! (2013);! Zukunft! der! Medizin:! Organe! aus! dem! 3DODrucker,! derStandard.at!
http://derstandard.at/1363707533751/ZukunftOderOMedizinOOrganeOausOdemO3DODrucker!(2013).!















































derestimate! the! trend! of! applications! for! iPhones! or! Android! devices! that! can! turn!
such!phones!into!a!3D!scanner.!!
Anderson! states! to! the! point! that! “this! sort! of! “guided! scanning”!may!mean!














Chapter! II:! Intellectual!Property!and!3D!printing!with! references! to!UK,!
US!and!EU!legal!frameworks!
The!first!3D!printing!case!related!to! intellectual!property!–!especially!to!copyO










to! Fernando! Sousa,! that!was! the! creator! and! the! one! that!was! ‘offering! for! sale! an!
“Iron! Throne! Dock”! [replicating]! the! Iron! Throne! featured! on! the! Series’.21! FurtherO
more,! at! the! end! of! 2013,! makeCNC.com! sent! a! cease! and! desist! letter! to! Google,!








20! Thompson! C.,! “3D! printing's! forthcoming! legal! morass”! Wired! (31! May! 2012)!
http://www.wired.co.uk/news/archive/2012O05/31/3dOprintingOcopyright!
21! Hurst! N.,! “HBO! Blocks! 3OD! Printed! Game! of! Thrones! iPhone! Dock”! Wired! (13! February! 2013)!
http://www.wired.com/design/2013/02/gotOhboOceaseOandOdesist.!!









































(a)! a! graphic! work! (including! any! painting,! drawing,! diagram,! map,! chart! or!


































The! originality! requirement! for! works! protected! irrespective! of! their! artistic!
quality,! according! to! Torremans30,! “demands! that! the! work! should! not! be! copied,!
should!originate!from!the!author,!and!its!creation!should!involve!the!minimal!amount!
of!skill!and!labour”.!!
On! the!basis! of! this! approach,! it! could!be! concluded! in! the!majority!of! cases!
that!by!using! the!competent!modeling! software,! the!articles! created!will!be!original,!
regardless!of!a!copyright!infringement!of!a!previous!existing!work.!!
Situation! changes! as! regards! the! 3D! scanning! process,! also! discussed! in! the!
previous!Chapter,!where!it!was!stated!that!this!is!an!automatic!process!which!leads!to!















































































The! last! case! involved!a!mannequin!head! sold! to!beauty! schools!and!used! to!
teach!hair! styling41,!where! there!was! to!determine! if! independent,! artistic! judgment!
drove!the!creation!of!the!non!O!functional!elements.!
There!have!not!been!settled!any!cases!yet!concerning!the!rule!regarding!severO
































This! principle! applies! in! terms! of! assessing! originality:! the!more! the! shape! is!
dictated!by!a!technical!result,!the!less!the!creator!is!able!to!integrate!their!artistic!exO
pression,!and!the!less!the!work!is!likely!to!be!protected!by!copyright46.!!
It! can!be!considered! that! the!“multiplicity!of! forms”!might!help! to!determine!











45! Franzosi,! “The! legal! protection! of! industrial! design:! unfair! competition! as! a! basis! of! protection”,!
E.I.P.R.,! issue!5,!p.!154!(cited!by!Tritton!G.,! Intellectual!property! in!Europe,!Sweet!&!Maxwell,!2008,!p.!
589).!












exclusively! related! to! the!product’s! technical! function!and!also! in! case! that! they!deO
pend!on!the!features!of!another!article!with!which!the!article!in!question!is!to!be!conO
nected.50! Registrations! are! possible! as! regards! the! appearance! of! part! of! a! product,!
and!parts!intended!to!be!assembled!into!a!complex!product.!
















52! ! RDA,! section! 1B(5).! This! is! assessed! from! the! view! point! of! the! “Informed! !user”,! !a! new! fictional!
!character,!!discussed!in!Woodhouse!!UK!!v!!Architectural!!Lighting!![2006]!!RPC!!1.!
53! !RDA!section!1B!(6)!(a)!(the!so!called!!“safeguard!clause”);!and!!(c)! !(the!!12!!month!!grace!!period!!as!
!regards! !disclosures! !by! !the! !design! !or! !any! !successor! !in! !title).The!other! disclosures! !which! !are! !igO















features! of! shape! or! configuration! of! an! article,! according! to! specific! particularities!
mentioned!at!Section!213(3)(a)(b)56,!whereas!Section!213(3)(c)!excludes!from!the!deO
sign!protection!the!surface!decorations!(this!includes!2D!designs!on!3D!articles).57!






























An! industrial! design! has! to! be! original,! novel! and! nonOobvious! to! be! granted!



















The!Supreme!Court,! in! the!Gorham!case,!had!clearly! stated! that! the!ordinary!
observer!should!not!be!an!expert!or!someone!versed!in!the!trade,!but!rather!someone!
with! “ordinary! acuteness,! bringing! to! the! examination!of! the! article! upon!which! the!





This! decision! was! related! to! the! circumstance! that! the! product! at! issue,! a!












































give! effect! to! the! accession!of! the! European!Community! to! the!Geneva!Act! of! the!Hague!Agreement!







































83! ! Directive! 2008/95/EC! of! the! European! Parliament! and! of! the! Council! of! 22!October! 2008.! The!DiO
rective!is!transposed!into!national!law!by!The!Trade!Marks!Act!1994!(TMA!1994).!








































According! to!Mimler89:! “3D! printing! does! have! the! potential! to! affect! patent!







Chapter III: Issues concerning Intellectual Property Rights 
and 3D printing 
In! the!previous! chapter,! the! various! types!of! intellectual! property! rights! conO
cerning!3D!printing!have!been!discussed!and! the!major!differences!between! the!difO





































ent! that! everyone! will! challenge! themselves! by! “interfering”! with! the! 3D! file! and!
changing!some!of!its!features,!irrespective!of!their!substantial!(or!not)!character.!!
An! illustration!of! the! above! can!be! found! in! the! following! cases,!which!dealt!
with!whether!the!objects!at!issue!constituted!an!infringement!or!not:!!
At! the!end!of!2011,! a! conflict!occurred!between!Thomas!Valenty!and! the!UK!
firm!Games!Workshop94.! Thanks! to! his! printer! from!MakerBot,! Thomas! had! created!
some!figurines!inspired!by!the!figurines!warhammer95!and!posted!them!on!the!website!
Thingiverse,!a!website!for!3D!file!sharing,!mentioned!already!in!the!previous!chapters.!!
Actually,! there!was!no!certainty! that!Thomas!would!have!been!condemned! if!



























This!may! lead! to! situations! in! front! of! the! courts! in! future! cases,! where! the!
competent! judge!will! have! to! determine!whether,! for! example,! there! is! an! unlawful!
distribution!of!a!3D!printable!bottle!covered!by!thumbtacks.!!
The! judge!will! face!difficulties!to!determine!whether!this!object! is!covered!by!
some!or!any!intellectual!property!rights;!at!a!second!level,!it!will!not!be!easy!to!deterO
mine!whether!a!highly! similar!bottle! constitutes!an! infringement!of! the!one!at! issue!



















It’s! not! about! the! transition! from! analog! to! digital! anymore.! (...)!We! believe!
that!the!next!step!in!copying!will!be!made!from!digital!form!into!physical!form.!It!will!
be!physical!objects”100.!



























These!are:! a!warning!email! trough! the! identified! IP! address,! a! certified! letter!








As!a! first! statement,!we!could! say! that!everyone! is!able! to!digitally! create!an!
unprotected!object!and!further!print!it!without!infringing!any!copyright.!Furthermore,!
we!could! say! that!everyone! is!able! to!use!a!3D!scanner,! scan!an!unprotected!object!
and!obtain!a!3D!digital!copy!of!it.!!
Indeed,! it! could!be! further! considered! that! “a!mere! scan! should!not!be! indeO
pendently! protected”104!and! “the! fact! that!many!3D! scanners! explicitly! try! to! reproO
duce!the!scanned!object!as!faithfully!as!possible!further!undermines!claims!of!originaliO
ty”105.!!





























!According! to! section!51(3),! a! “design!document”!means:! any! record!of! a!deO


























































measure! limiting! the! rights! of! the! copyright! owner! “shall! only! be! applied! in! certain!
special!cases!which!do!not!conflict!with!a!normal!exploitation!of!the!work!or!other!subO





114! !Geiger!C.,! “The!answer! to! the!machine! should!not!be! the!machine:! safeguarding! the!private!copy!
exception!in!the!digital!environment”!(2008)!p.!122.!
115! ! Brussels! Court! of! Appeal,! 9! September! 2005,! Test! Achats! v.! EMI! Recorded!Music! Belgium,! case!
2004/AR/1649;!Cass!1°!civ.,!19!June!2008,!Universal!Music!Video!France!&!others!v.!Stéphane!F.!&!AssoO

















There! is! also! stated! in! Section!28B(5)!which!are! the!uses! that! fall! under! “the!
private!use”!prerequisite.!!Moreover,!“copyright!in!a!work!is!infringed!if!an!individual!





















































The!“notice!and! take!down”!procedure! resembles! the!French!HADOPI!system!
analysed! above,! and! provides! that! the! intermediary! should! never! be! liable! for! inO
fringements!unless!the!infringing!content!is!not!“taken!down”!according!to!the!proceO




warhammer,! as! discussed! in! previous! chapters! –! both! related! to! the! online! sharing!
platform!called!Thingiverse!–!the!alleged!infringers!seemed!to!be!in!good!faith!and!it!is!
still! doubted!whether! these! alleged! infringements!were! actual! infringements;! neverO
theless,!the!infringing!content!in!both!cases!was!removed!from!the!platform.!!
B.!The!necessary!promotion!of!new!business!models!!
“Ultimately,!all! stakeholders! in! industry,! from!manufacturers!and!rightholders!
to! distributors,! will! need! to! be! creative! in! preparing! for! the! third! industrial! revoluO
tion”126.!Ιn!this!respect,!Mendis!also!stated!that!she!would!not!defend!stringent!IP!laws!














“Faster! than! a! speeding! bit,! the! Internet! upended!media! and! entertainment!
companies.!Piracy!soared,!and!sales!of!albums!and!films!slid.!Newspapers!lost!advertisO
ing!and!readers!to!websites.!Stores!selling!books,!CDs!and!DVDs!went!bust”128.!!
The! above! statement! describes! the! consideration! that! the!music! and! film! inO
dustries!really!reacted!slowly!and!took!them!a!lot!of!time!to!move!from!optical!disks!to!
online!platforms,!whereas!at! the! same! time! the! sales!price! remained!high!while! the!
use!of!peerOtoOpeer!files!was!a!commonplace.!!!








































which! is! also! the! title! of! the! present! thesis,! seems! to! have! started! and! it! has! never!
been!so!real!but!the!number!of!clashes!is!still!small.!!








The! need! for! reform! is! also! obvious! as! regards! the! existing! business!models,!
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